ESL VOCABULARY GAMES

Ships of War

WORKSHEETS, ACTIVITIE S & GA ME S

Activity Type

Introduction

Speaking activity, group
work

Here is an engaging vocabulary game to help students practice
category words.

Focus
Category words

Aim
To say words from a
category.

Preparation
None

Procedure
Divide the students into teams of four or five.
Explain that each team is a warship. Each team then chooses a
name for their ship, a captain and a shooter.
If necessary, brainstorm the names of famous ships with the
class, e.g. the Titanic, the Black Pearl, etc.
The captain's job is to memorize the ship's name.
The shooter's job is to memorize the names of the other ships.
The remaining students in each team are the ship's crew.

Level
Any

Time
20 minutes

Arrange all the captains in a circle.
The ship's crew lines up behind their captain. The shooter is the
last crew member in each line.
Give the students a category and start the game by calling a
ship's name.
The captain of that ship replies with a word from the category.
The crewman behind the captain then says another word from
the category and so on down the line until it is the shooter's turn.
The shooter then calls out the name of another ship.
The captain of that ship replies with a word from the category and
the process is repeated.
If a captain or crew member is too slow to reply, can't think of a
word, repeats a word or the shooter calls out the wrong ship (e.g.
their own ship or a ship that has already been sunk), the ship is
sunk and everyone from the ship joins the crew of the ship that
went before them.
When a ship has been sunk, change the category.
The last warship left standing wins the game.
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